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Abstract

Current component-based approaches for distributed
control systems enable the reuse of mechatronic compo-
nents, for example specific grippers or conveyor belts, but
do not allow full application reuse as the actual hard-
ware configuration is an implicit part of the software
solution. In contrast to the current object-oriented or
component-based engineering models for automation en-
gineering, this paper will introduce a new Model-Driven
Architecture based application and hardware modeling
approach. Through separation of the logical application
domain and the specific hardware domain the logical ap-
plication is completely independent of the concrete phys-
ical plant configuration. Therefore development time for
automation applications can be vastly reduced and soft-
ware quality can be improved.

1. Introduction

Emerging low-labor-cost countries are urging their way

into the markets and are increasing the pressure of com-

petition, especially in the low-cost mass market segment,

and so high-labor-cost countries have to evolve and strive

for the high-quality mass customization market segment.

Therefore it is necessary to optimize the production pro-

cess towards fast process reconfiguration, but also fast

plant reconfiguration. However the prevailing control ap-

plication programming techniques are not suited for fast

plant or process reconfiguration.

The problem is that control applications are implicitly

hardware dependent, furthermore there are also config-

uration dependent, as the traditional control application

programming techniques tend to mix logical functional-

ity with hardware access methods (see Figure 1). Due

to the heavy usage of hardware interfaces this is not sur-

prising, but that is what renders fast reconfigurability and

control application reuseability impossible [8]. Another

problem arises if we consider typical plant life cycles. As
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Figure 1. Current Control Application Pro-
gramming Method

the typical life span of a plant exceeds 20 years it is very

likely that some machine parts will not be available over

the whole plant life cycle. If such a scenario should arise

then the part of the control application concerning this ma-

chine part has to be rewritten and retested, which can lead

to additional plant downtimes and therefore costs.

The goal of this paper is to show a new modeling ap-

proach based on an adapted Model-Driven Architecture

approach, which separates the logical control flow from

the hardware plant model. Therefore the logical control

application will be reuseable on several hardware config-

urations as long as each hardware configuration is able to

execute the logical control application.

2. Model-Driven Architecture

For full application reuse and therefore an abstraction

of the hardware configuration of the software solution

we suppose an approach from the software development

domain to provide a proper solution. Within the soft-

ware development domain Model-Driven Software Devel-

opment (MDSD) promises to provide more efficient soft-

ware development by concentration on the problem do-

main. MDSD achieves this by the use of Domain Spe-

cific modeling Languages (DSL) and transformations of



the defined models into executable code. DSLs thereby

describe the behavior and the structure of the concerning

domain. The scope of the desired domain has to be delim-

ited sufficiently to enable DSL transformations and also

an adequate Meta-Model (MM) has to be defined. MMs

always describe a specific model type and therefore mod-

els can be understood as instances of a specific MM. Ac-

cording to [1] Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) refines

this approach by defining a system through models on

different layers of abstraction and therefore multi-layered

model transformations to different implementation tech-

nologies. MDA separates the system behavior specifica-

tion from the way the platform capabilities are used by

that system.

The central steps performed within MDA are according

to [6] and [1], which are shown in Figure 2. The numbers

in the figure are according to the steps presented here:

1. A system is specified independently from the sup-

ported platform by a Platform Independent Model

(PIM). The PIM has to be independent of a specific

technology as well as of a vendor dependent plat-

form.

2. Possible system platforms are described by a Plat-

form Description Model (PDM). The PDM includes

the services provided by the platform as well as the

platform’s structure.

3. A Platform Specific Model (PSM) is generated by

proper transformation rules. The PSM describes how

the system uses the particular platform type as well as

the technologies and services provided by this plat-

form.

4. Implementation Specific Model (ISM) is generated

out of the PSM and includes implementation and run-

time details. Therefore the ISM can be understood as

the actual code.

Fig. 2 illustrates these steps of MDA. The central model

transformation within MDA is the PIM to PSM transfor-

mation.

Within MDA portability, interoperability, and reusabil-

ity are achieved by the architectural separation. Therefore

MDA sustains platform independence of software com-

ponents and facilitates our needs of greater hardware ab-

straction.

3. Proposed Approach

The existing approaches of [7], [5], [3], and [2] all tried

to create an application model suitable for reuse of au-

tomation applications and devices. However all have the

major drawback that the needed logical application model

is enriched with hardware-specific information needed to

create the actual code for the automation devices. The

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) approach forces the
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Figure 2. The different Models and steps
of the Model-Driven Architecture approach:
Platform Independent Model (PIM), Platform
Description Model (PDM), Platform Spe-
cific Model (PSM), Implementation Specific
Model (ISM), Meta-Model (MM)

strict separation of the logical application and hardware-

specific details. The field of embedded device engineering

already successfully applied the MDA approach and as the

problems in the field of automation engineering are simi-

lar an MDA based approach should be successful as well.

Within our approach the PIM represents the logical

hardware-independent control application, the PDM is an

exact model of the concrete plant (from now on referred to

as Plant Model) with all its devices, actuators, and sensors.

The PSM is the unparameterized but already hardware-

specific execution code for specific automation devices,

from now on referred to as Hardware-Specific Control Ap-

plication, where unparameterized means, that the needed

functions are fully implemented, but the specific I/O ports

are still generic names. The parameterized execution code

is equivalent to the ISM.
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Figure 3. Mapping-based Control Applica-
tion Generation

This approach enables the automation engineer to use

the logical application specification (usually only used as

an implementation guide) immediately as a usable model

for code generation. The linking between the logical ap-

plication model and the hardware-specific plant model

are the cornerstones of code generation (see Figure 3).
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Furthermore it is possible to describe each problem in a

domain-specific language, specialized for the correspond-

ing problem domain and therefore best-practice languages

can be used for problem description. This “best of breed”

approach increases development performance, which is

of paramount importance to decrease development costs.

This approach enables the ability of fast plant and appli-

cation reconfiguration as an additional gain.

3.1. Logical Control Application
The logical control application is the pure control logic,

comparable to a working schedule, which describes the

production process, for example a refinement process or

a assembly process. The logical control application di-

vides the task into subtasks relevant for the process (e.g.,

drilling, milling, assembly, varnishing). Those subtasks

are enriched with the necessary parameters needed for the

production process (as object coordinates for drilling or

varnishing colors and areas), and process-specific parame-

ters (drying times, min/max process temperatures, humid-

ity, etc.).

IEC 61499 is suited as logical control application meta-

model, as the standard defines hardware-independent data

types which are exchanged by an hardware-independent

interface. Processes and steps of procedures can be mod-

eled as function blocks. The event-driven architecture can

be used to model the correct execution sequence.

3.2. Plant Model
The Plant Model describes the exact configuration of

the actual plant to be programmed. It has to include the

exact machine types and their capabilities, transport routes

and mechanisms (conveyor belt, etc.), the distances be-

tween the machines, the communication parameters of the

devices (e.g., latency times, real-time and non-real-time

capable channels) and, if applicable, the wiring plans be-

tween the control elements and the machines. That means

the Plant Model is a detailed CAD-like plan of the plant,

where it is possible to identify and extract the spatial dis-

tances, machine functions, communication methods, etc.

from it.

The meta-model defined in the mechatronic approach

of [7] is used as a sub model of the plant model. Its pur-

pose is to describe the mechanical and electrical attributes

of each automation devices in the plant.

Ref. [9] has shown that the Field Device Configuration

Markup Language (FDCML) is also suitable as a basis for

a Plant Meta-Model, since the FDCML semantic is able to

describe the complete specification of automation devices.

It allows the description of the supported communication

interface and protocols, I/O numbers and voltages, CPU,

or memory. Possible missing properties can be added to

the model in terms of specific properties.

3.3. Hardware-Specific Control Application
The Hardware-Specific Control Application is gener-

ated by mapping the logical tasks of the logical application
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Figure 4. Generic Sample Application Model

model to suitable machines of the Plant Model. Usually

this is a manual mapping, but semi-automatic mapping

would be feasible. Apart from the application-specific

parameters the implementation of these tasks is precoded

in a hardware-independent language, like C/C++, Java, or

IEC 61499. In the case of IEC 61499 it is possible to di-

rectly link the logical application blocks to the specific

hardware through the use of hardware-specific adapters

for the task function blocks. Such adapters introduce the

polymorphism and interface inheritance mechanism [4].

Based on the application task and the specific-machine

type the unparameterized code is generated.

4. Example of Use

Our approach is demonstrated by an 2-axis handling

unit. The first task is to define the logical control appli-

cation, which is in this simple case the task to remove a

defect product from the system. A simple logical con-

trol application block model of this task is shown in Fig-

ure 4, where a measurement system (the logical applica-

tion block named Check for Product Defects) checks the

product for defects. If no defect is found the production

process continues, otherwise the product is removed from

the production process.

The second task is to define a mechatronic model of

the device for usage in the Plant Model. For this the

component-based mechatronic model based on the model

of [7] is used.

The main component of the simplified model is the

“Handling Unit” node, which represents any handling unit

imaginable. Different construction variations of handling
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x,y Axis GripperGripper
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Figure 5. Mechatronic-Component Model of
Handling Units Showing Different Realiza-
tion Variations
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units exist which have to be taken into account in the

model, as one, two or more axes constructions are pos-

sible. As seen in Figure 5, this is realized by subcom-

ponents which specialize the model of a handling unit in

respect to the number of axes. Furthermore different types

of axes can be used in such a handling unit, therefore the

2-axis component has two connection points to define the

type of each axis. Possible axis types in this model are

the hydraulic and the electrical axis (other types such as

pneumatic would also be possible). Another port of the

subcomponent defines the mounting tool (vacuum or some

sort of mechanical gripper). This component-based ap-

proach allows the construction of different handling uni

types by combining sub-components to a component. The

example handling unit consists of two pneumatic axes and

a vacuum gripper. This special device is saved in a mecha-

tronic device library for further use in this or following

projects. Therefore the reuse of mechatronic components

is ensured.

Through mapping of the logical control application on

the specific device the unparameterized code is generated,

as shown in Figure 6. As the concrete handling unit is

known at this point, and therefore also the imposed con-

straints, as well as the algorithms needed for this special

device, automatic code generation is possible. The last

step is to specify which device shall control the handling

unit. Based on this information the parameterized control

application, with all I/O’s, communication interfaces and

other needed parameters are determined and set, so that

the deployable execution code is generated.

5. Conclusion and Further Work

Industrial automation is striving for handling the com-

plexity imposed by flexible adaptive production systems.

One of the biggest problems is the control software de-

velopment process. Currently applied technologies are

partly 20 years behind modern software engineering prac-

tices. Therefore the research in the last years has focused

on how to improve the control software development pro-

cess. Techniques applied are object orientation or com-

ponent orientation in order to improve the structuring and

foster reuse of control application parts. However these

approaches have the common problem that the software

elements are tightly interwoven with the I/Os they need

for the performance of their control actions. This reduces

reusability and increases the configuration and change ef-

fort when the system structure changes.

In order to overcome these limitations we proposed an

MDA based approach. There we separate between the log-

ical control application and the plant model. The logical

control application models the intended behavior of the

control application in a target independent way. The plant

model defines the control devices, their abilities, and their

interconnections (e.g., communication system). By map-

ping both models together the control code executed in

the control devices with their hardware specific parame-

ters can automatically be generated. Our concept shows

that this greatly reduces the dependability of control ap-

plications on the physical hardware.
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